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Partnership and Mission

Sapienza Innovazione – Consortium

- Università La Sapienza (scientific partner)
- Unicredit Group (financial partner)
- Lifeseeder S.p.A. (industrial partner)
What we do

• Generate business from knowledge
• Create new university-industry cooperations
• Support projects in the european, national and regional context

SAPIENZA INNOVAZIONE

Light structure, fast moving, catching the market
GRIP THE FUTURE
Growth, Research, Innovation, People
Experience over time

- More than 200 submitted EU projects, 15 funded
- 50 submitted national projects (MISE, MIUR, Regions), 25 funded
- Managed institutional projects - total budget of 35 Meuro
- Managed contracts with private companies - total budget of 11 Meuro
Recent Case History I

- **PREMATICALAB: ROBOTIC STATION FOR AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL ANALYSIS**
  3.6 Meuro

- **PARTNERS**
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Recent Case History II

- **ESTATE**: ExcavatioSurfaTAnTunnEl, Green TBM – Tunnel Boring Machine

- **PARTNERS**

---
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Recent Case History III

- **MONITOBOT: ROBOTIC ASSISTANCE TO ELDERLY PEOPLE AT HOME**

- **PARTNERS**
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Recent Case History IV

- **MAGICPAINT: POLLUTION-ABSORBING PAINT**

- **PARTNERS**
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Sapienza Innovazione
work in progress
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READY TO TELL THE NEXT CASE HISTORY